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New Mac Recovery Resource Launches With New Product Offer
Published on 09/08/09
Atlanta based Omer Faiyaz today is happy to announce his newly launched Mac Recovery
website specifically for Macintosh users. The resource features contributors with hands-on
experience in developing software for the Mac platform, and recovering lost data from
laptops, desktops and servers, as well as outlines Mac recovery software, data recovery
techniques with various do's and dont's for recovering data. To celebrate the launch, Mac
Recovery is offering special deals on select Mac Products.
Atlanta, Georgia - Omer Faiyaz today is happy to announce his newly launched Mac Recovery
website specifically for Macintosh users. The resource features contributors with hands-on
experience in developing software for the Mac platform, and recovering lost data from Mac
OS X-based laptops, desktops and servers.
Skilled, knowledgeable professionals uniquely outline the benefits of recovery software,
share sophisticated data recovery techniques, and offer various do's and dont's for
successfully recovering data. Practical and easy to understand, users now have a single
resource to discover anything they need to know about hard drive recovery options
available to them.
"Several times we have come across users asking questions on how to recover data from
their Macs," said Omer Faiyaz, Founder of Mac Recovery. "At times these questions get very
complicated due to the unique situation, and circumstances of the data loss. The Mac
Recovery initiative serves to answer frequently asked questions, recommend various methods
to backup and recover as well as provide great discounts to consumers for various software
utilities."
To celebrate the launch, Mac Recovery is offering a limited time 10% discount on Disk
Doctors Mac Data Recovery Software. The software is compatible with Mac OS X Snow
Leopard
and Tiger and is a stand-alone software solution, which supports both Power PC and Intel
based Apple Mac computers. The product provides recovery from Hard Drives, Camera/Flash
cards, Firewire drives, and USB drives that includes LaCie, iOmega, Seagate, Maxtor,
G-drive and other popular storage options.
Features of Disk Doctors Mac Data Recovery Software Include:
* Simple and intuitive user interface
* Supports recovery of deleted files from Journalized Volume only
* Powerful volume search option that helps locate lost or missing volumes from drives
* Two options for disk volume processing to yield best data recovery results
* Extremely fast, disk recovery and scanning algorithms
* Presents recovered hierarchical data tree and find option similar to Mac OSX Finder
* Selective find and save option
* Save Scan Information feature helps to avoid rescanning a drive
* Preview features helps in evaluating the files before recovery of files
* Preserves the date, name and other attributes of recovered files after recovery
* Universal application compatible with both Intel and PowerPC
* Supports raw recovery of files using signature search in case of severe corruption to
the volume
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4 Tiger or later (Snow Leopard compatible)
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* 7.1 MB Hard Drive space
* Minimum of 128 MB of RAM
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Pricing and Availability:
For a limited time, Disk Doctors Mac Recovery Software 1.0.1 can be purchased directly
from the Mac Recovery website for 10% off (regularly priced $179 USD) for a single user
license supporting unlimited recovery incidents. Volume and Site licensing pricing options
are also available from Disk Doctors Sales Department.
Mac Recovery:
http://www.macrecovery.net
Limited Time Offer on Disk Doctors Mac Recovery Software:
http://www.macrecovery.net/mac-data-recovery-software-available-at-10-discount
Mac Data Recovery Explained:
http://www.macrecovery.net/mac-recovery-explained-and-defined
Photo Recovery on Mac:
http://www.macrecovery.net/photo-recovery-on-mac
Undelete Mac Files:
http://www.macrecovery.net/undelete-mac-files
Data Loss Cause in Mac:
http://www.macrecovery.net/disk-initialization-%e2%80%93-prevalent-data-loss-cause-in-macexternal-drives

Located in beautiful Atlanta, Georgia, Mac Recovery is a privately held company founded in
2009 by Omer Faiyaz. The website aims to provide resources for data recovery for
individuals, multinational corporations, educational institutions and government agencies.
Copyright (C) 2009 Mac Recovery. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. All other
trademarks acknowledged.
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